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LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d · edited 4d

Specs:

- Lian Li OD11 Air Mini (White)

- Aorus ATX x570 Pro Wifi Motherboard

- Asus Strix 3080 (White Non-LHR)

- G SKill 32GB 3600mhz CL16

- Seasonic PX 850W Platinum ATX PSU

- 9 Lian Li SL 120mm Fans (White)

- Lian Li Galahad 240mm (White)

- 2 Noctua Chromamax 120mm fans (back of the radiator)

- Asiahorse Cable Extension (White)

4  Reply Share Report Save 

Cygnus-9 · 4d

You can actually fit 3x 120mm fans on the bottom part of the

case? Is it such a hassle to fit in?

4  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d

Yup, you can fit in 3x120 fans. It wasn't difficult to install,

especially SL fans. The 2 holes on the very edge of each end

of the 3x120mm bracket can not be screwed. However, there

is ventilation on all 3 fans.
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Annual_Positive_4260 · 4d
Please do yourself a favour and use the circle fan stickers than

came with your sl120s and stick them on the spec stickers on

the fans, that’s what there for and they make it look fooking

clean, I know.. I did this 😀

3  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d

I thought about it, but I prefer leaving it untouched. I’m

searching for some circle labels to blend in with the fans.

2  Reply Share  

CobraM1982 · 4d

How do you have the fans setup? I'm in the process of building

mine. Front and bottom intake? and than the rest exhaust?

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d

Side and Bottom: Intake

Top and Rear: Exhaust

Front: None (If I was going to add 2 fans on the front, it

would be intake)

(If doing push/pull configuration, I added 2 additional fans

behind the radiator as intake)
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awadhan · 4d

Can the front mesh be removed so you can see through

clearly?

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d

I’ve added the pics via Imgur

https://imgur com/a/SQbhJOL
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modelotimefool · 4d

Out-fucking-standing build! Congrats. This is what I invisioned

when I started to build mine. But then it turned into something

way different.

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d

Thanks for the compliment. It took some patience to get the

parts that I was looking for. Biggest challenge was trying to

find the perfect case with the right dimensions.

1  Reply Share  
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invigz · 4d

Looks damn good. More effort now since its installed, but

another redditor was able to take the shiny lianli badge on the

intake side and cover the back so they all match. He said it

popped off with a knife very easily.

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d

I’ve seen that video on YT and thought about it, but I

realized it’s better to be left untouched imo.

1  Reply Share  

Nomadic8893 · 4d

how are temps/cooling/airflow on the air mini?

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d

I’ve played Halo Infinite and Far Cry 6 in Ultra 2K settings

and found the temps somewhere between 62C-68C.
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iAREsniggles · 4d

That's clean! About to do a very similar build. How cramped

would it be to do a vertical GPU in this configuration? That's

pretty much the only difference from yours that I'm

considering

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 4d

I believe you should be able to mount vertically, especially

for a Strix card that big. You might want to watch out for the

rear fan, which might get in the way.

2  Reply Share  

Continue this thread 

GTnotPT · 4d

Great build OP!

1  Reply Share Report Save 

tonsoffun49 · 4d

Thank you for posting this. I am about to migrate my system to

this case and I can't decide how I want to do it. I never even

considered not having fans in the front. This looks so clean.

1  Reply Share Report Save 

Songsonlee · 3d

I just need that gpu and I can do a similar build. Im a little

jealous lol.

1  Reply Share Report Save 

iToxic_ · 2d

did you connect your fans to your mobo?

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 2d
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Yeah, I prefer my fans to be adjusted by the mobo instead of

Lian Li connect.
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Red_Fawx · 2d

Can you fit a 360mm rad at the top of that case while using an

ATX board? I have the same fans and a white 3090 strix (I think

it should be the same size) and I want to switch to this from an

O11 XL.

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 1d

There was a video on YT of someone trying to fit a 360 rad

on the top panel and mentioned being a few mm over the

length of the case.

https://youtu.be/wsPs48PPCTg at 6:10

1  Reply Share  

Business-Ad5748 · 6h

Hey, I am currently running a very similar build but instead it

is black but that’s besides the point. I wanted to know if the

lian li fans and the trident z ram look similar in terms of their

white? I’m curious because my trident z ram looks very yellowy

and I’m wondering if I should get a replacement or try and

looks for another pair of ram. I know cameras capture light

slightly different than our eyes and in the picture it looks good.

Any help would be much appreciated.

1  Reply Share Report Save 

LikaSomeB00DY OP · 3h

My ram sticks are not as fluorescent as the uni fans as

shown in pic. I would look into the t force xtreem white or

black for rgb and aesthetics. Performance is just as good as

the trident ram sticks.

https://www.microcenter.com/search/search_results.aspx?

Ntt=T+force+xtreem&Ntk=all&sortby=match&N=0&myStore=f
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No-Surround-326 · 4d

Hopefully you didn’t overpay for that GPU like a dumbass…

looks clean af tho
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